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ABSTRACT 

 The aim of the project is to handle multiple queries at a time. Continuous queries 

are used to monitor changes to time varying data and to provide results useful for online 

decision making. For continuous aggregate queries a low cost, scalable technique is 

used. In such a network of data aggregators, each data aggregator serves a set of data 

items at specific coherencies. The technique involves decomposing a client query into 

subqueries and executing each subqueries on judiciously chosen data aggregators with 

their individual subquery incoherency bounds. It consist of  a technique for getting the 

optimal set of sub-queries with their incoherency bounds which satisfies client query’s 

coherency requirement with least number of refresh messages send from aggregators to 

the client. Using the Max benefit algorithm the execution of multiple queries can be 

carried out properly. It is done on the basis of priority and execution time needed for 

each query. Experimental results show that the proposed approach can increase the 

computational power.  
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 I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper addresses multiple query 

execution. Continuous queries are used to 

monitor changes to time varying data and to 

provide results useful for online decision 

making. Applications such as auctions, 

personal portfolio valuations for financial 

decisions, sensors-based monitoring, route 

planning based on traffic information, etc., 

make extensive use of dynamic data. For such 

applications, data from one or more 

independent data sources may be aggregated to 

determine if some action is warranted. Given 

the increasing number of such applications that 

make use of highly dynamic data, there is 

significant interest in systems that can 

efficiently deliver the relevant updates 

automatically. 

As an example, consider a user who 

wants to track a portfolio of stocks in different 

(brokerage) accounts. Stock data values from 

possibly different sources are required to be 

aggregated to satisfy user’s requirement. These 

aggregation queries are long running queries as 

data are continuously changing and the user is 

interested in notifications when certain 

conditions hold. In such situations continuous 

aggregation queries are used. Data refresh from 

data sources to clients can be done using push 

or pull-based mechanisms. In a push-based 

mechanism data sources send update messages 

to clients on their own whereas in a pull based 

mechanism data sources send messages to the 

client only when the client makes a request. For 

scalable handling of push based data 

dissemination, network of data aggregators are 

proposed in the literature [8], [10]. From a data 

dissemination capability point of view, each 

data aggregator is characterized by a set of 

(di,ci) pairs, where di is a data item which the 

DA can disseminate at an incoherency bound 

ci. The configured incoherency bound of a data 

item at a data aggregator can be maintained 

using any of following methods: 1).  

The data source refreshes the data value 

of the data aggregator whenever data 

aggregators incoherency bound is about to get 

violated. This method has scalability problems. 

2) Data aggregator(s) with tighter incoherency 

bound help the data aggregator  to maintain its 

incoherency bound in a scalable manner as 

explained in [8], [9]. Here in this queries are 

executed on the basis of first come first serve 

method, but when multiple queries are arrived 

at the same time it cannot be handled properly 

so that Max benefit algorithm is used. In this 
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execution of each query is done on the basis of 

its priority and the execution time needed for 

complete each query. Thus multiple queries can 

be handled accurately. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Various mechanisms for efficiently 

answering incoherency bounded aggregation 

queries over continuously changing data items 

are proposed in the literature [2], [4], [5]. The 

work distinguishes itself by employing sub-

query based query evaluation to minimize 

number of refreshes. Pull-based data 

dissemination techniques, where clients or data 

aggregators pull data items such that query 

requirements are met, are described in [2], [5]. 

For minimizing the number of pulls, both 

predict data values and pull instances. In 

comparison, it use push based mechanism to 

refresh sub-query values at the client. In [3], 

authors propose push based scheme using data 

filters at the sources. According to that work, 

for an aggregation query, the number of refresh 

messages can be minimized by performing 

incoherency bound allocation to individual data 

items such that the number of messages from 

different data sources is the same. Instead, it 

execute more dynamic data items as part of 

larger sub-queries while optimally assigning 

incoherency bounds. While this might lead to 

different messaging overheads for different 

data aggregators as opposed to what is 

proposed in [3], it does result in minimizing the 

total number of messages sent by data 

aggregators. Like us, authors of [6] also assume 

that dissemination tree from sensor nodes (data 

sources) to root (clients) already exists; and 

they also install error filters on partial 

aggregates (similar to incoherency bound 

assigned to sub-queries). But here each data 

aggregator can only disseminate data at some 

pre-specified incoherency bound depending on 

its capability, whereas such a constraint does 

not exist for [6]. Further, it also give a method 

to select partial aggregates (sub-queries) to be 

used for answering the query. 

      In [7], authors propose cost-based methods 

to create in-network-aggregation tree consisting 

of the query node, where an aggregation query 

is invoked being the root of the aggregation 

tree, and sensors. Authors of [7] propose 

combinations of number of hops and remaining 

energy to select a particular path from various 

options available between any two nodes. Here 

each communicating node can work as data 

source as well as data aggregator. Each node 

can select sub-queries based on their sumdiff 
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values using principles outlined in this paper to 

minimize the number of message transfers in 

the network. 

III. PROPOSED DESCRIPTION 

In the proposed method it uses an 

algorithm called Max benefit algorithm. It is 

used for handle multiple queries. When 

multiple queries are arrived at the same time 

the execution of queries are carried out on the 

basis of priority and execution time needed for 

each query. The query which has the highest 

max benefit value would be executed first, after 

that the report generation is done using 

graphical method by comparing the different 

operations performed during query execution.  

MODEL FOR QUERY PROCESSING 

Queries from different users are 

collected by using data dissemination method. 

It is then divided into sub-queries and execute 

each sub-query on the basis of priority using 

max benefit algorithm and combined together 

to form the main query. The operation 

performed is shown by using graphical method, 

here it provides the comparison between the 

two operations push and pull. In push based 

mechanism data sources send update messages 

to clients on there own and in pull based 

mechanism data sources send update messages 

to clients when client makes request. After that 

the result is provided to the user. 

Consider an additive query over two data items 

P and Q with weights wp and wq, respectively; 

and we want to estimate its dissemination cost. 

If data items are disseminated separately, the 

query sumdiff will be: 

  

Instead, if the aggregator uses the 

information that client is interested in a query 

over P and Q (rather than their individual 

values), it creates and pushes a composite data 

item ( ) then the query sumdiff will be:  

 

where Rquery is clearly less than or equal 

compared to Rdata. Thus, we need to estimate 

the sumdiff of an aggregation query (i.e., 

Rquery) given the sumdiff values of individual 

data items (i.e., Rp and Rq). Only data 

aggregators are in a position to calculate 

Rquery as different data items may be 

disseminated from different sources. The query 

cost model is explained in [1].   

Here it introduces how to efficiently 

handle multiple queries at the same time. For 

this Max benefit algorithm is used. Here in this 
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when multiple queries are arrived at the same 

time the order of execution of each query is 

done on the basis of its priority and the time 

needed to execute that query. During transient 

overload, low-priority queries are deferred in 

favour of high priority queries. When the 

period of transient overload is over, the low-

priority queries will be scheduled for execution. 

This algorithm can be used for executing each 

query in a proper manner without any delay. 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION           

For performance evaluation a network 

of data aggregators is simulated by 200 stock 

data items over 100 aggregator nodes such that 

each aggregator can disseminate combinations 

of 25 to 50 data items. Data items were 

assigned to different aggregators using zipf 

distribution (skew = 1.0) assuming that some 

popular data items will be disseminated by 

more data aggregators. Data incoherency 

bounds for various aggregator data items were 

chosen uniformly between $0:005 and 0.02. It 

consist of 500 portfolio queries such that each 

query has 10 to 25 randomly (using zipf 

distribution with the same default skew) 

selected data items with weights varying 

between 2 and 10. These queries were executed 

with incoherency bounds between 1.0 and 3.0 

(i.e., 0.02-0.07 percent of the query value). 

Although here it present results for stock traces 

(man-made data), similar results were obtained 

for sensor traces (natural data) as well [11]. In 

the first set of experiments, data incoherency 

bounds are kept at the data aggregators very 

low so that query satisfiability can be ensured 

while keeping default value as 0. 

IV. ANALYSIS 

Query planning for continuous 

aggregation queries presents a cost-based 

approach to minimize the number of refreshes 

required to execute an incoherency bounded 

continuous query. The existence of a network 

of data aggregators, where each data aggregator 

is capable of disseminating a set of data items 

at their pre-specified incoherency bounds. For 

optimal query execution the query is divided 

into sub-queries and evaluates each sub-query 

at a judiciously chosen data aggregator. The 

features are: (1) Dividing the query into sub-

queries (rather than data items) and executing 

them at specifically chosen data aggregators. 

(2) Deciding the query plan using sumdiff 

based mechanism specifically by maximizing 

sub-query gains. (3) Executing queries such 

that more dynamic data items are part of a 

larger sub-query. When multiple queries are 
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arrived at the same time it can be handled by 

using max benefit algorithm. In this the order 

of execution of multiple queries is done on the 

basis of priority and the execution time for each 

query. The query which has the highest max 

benefit value would be executed first. Thus 

computational power can be increased. Time 

management is acquired positively during this 

framework.   

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents an approach to 

handle multiple queries at the same time and 

the effectiveness of time management of the 

data.  Continuous queries are used to monitor 

changes to time varying data and to provide 

results useful for online decision making. For 

continuous aggregate queries the client query is 

decomposed into sub-queries, execute each 

sub-query and the result is obtained by 

combining the multiple sub-queries. For 

executing multiple queries max benefit 

algorithm is used. It executes each query on the 

basis of their priority and the execution time 

required for each query. Hence multiple queries 

can be executed easily and computational 

power will be increased.  
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